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Abstract

Bottom friction modelling is an important step in river flow computation with 1D or 2D solvers. It is usually performed 
using energy slope based formulations established for uniform flow conditions, or using a turbulent regime based approach 
relying on turbulence analysis. However, these formulations are often applied under conditions of relative roughness which 
lie far outside of their validity fields. Furthermore, the theoretical definition of the roughness coefficients, defined by the dif-
ferent authors of both approaches, is not valid for usual numerical flow modelling, considering numerical approximations. 
The value of this coefficient becomes generally dependent on the flow conditions. Following the definition of the flow valid-
ity field of the main friction formulations proposed in literature, an original formulation has been developed. It combines  
2 explicit turbulent regime based formulations smoothly linked by a polynomial expression, providing a continuous formu-
lation covering the wide range of roughness usually encountered in river flows. The formulation is suitable to model, with a 
unique value of the friction coefficient, river flows with a wide range of hydrodynamic properties (water depth, discharge). 
The efficiency of this new formulation, fitted to explicit friction formulations and numerically adjusted, is demonstrated 
through various 1D and 2D practical applications.
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Nomenclature

AGD average geometric deviation
C  Chezy coefficient
g  acceleration of the gravity
h  water depth
J  friction slope
K  Strickler coefficient
k  roughness height
k/h  relative roughness
Re  Reynolds number for pipes
Re*  Reynolds number for open channel
Rh  hydraulic radius
U  flow velocity
λ  friction coefficient
ν  cinematic viscosity

Introduction

Shallow-water equations are commonly used to numerically 
model river flows (Erpicum et al., 2010). Indeed, the main 
assumption of these equations is that the flow velocity com-
ponent normal to the main flow plane is smaller than the flow 
velocity components in this plane. This is the case for the 
majority of river flows where the vertical velocity component is 
negligible compared to horizontal ones, except in the vicinity 
of singularities such as weirs, for example.

This paper focuses on bottom friction modelling in math-
ematical models based on these shallow-water equations. The 
effect of bottom friction is of great importance for real flow 

computation, despite the fact that flow is generally evaluated 
from energy slope based formulations experimentally deter-
mined for uniform flow conditions.

The bottom friction term should represent the whole of the 
energy losses induced by flow resistance on the rough river 
bed. It is thus related to the bed characteristics (shape, rough-
ness), to the fluid characteristics (viscosity) and to the flow 
features (water height, velocity, shear stress) (Morvan et al., 
2008; Verbanck, 2008). 

The concept of friction slope (Carlier, 1972) was already 
used over 3 decades ago to characterise bottom friction. The 
friction slope is a non-dimensional number corresponding to 
the slope of a prismatic channel where a uniform flow estab-
lishes for a given discharge. This concept was the basis for the 
first friction formulations proposed in the second part of the 
18th century, by the researchers of the so-called ‘energy slope 
based’ school. Authors such as Chezy (Mouret, 1921) and 
Manning (1890) proposed similar formulations based on results 
of experiments consisting of measuring the friction slope for 
a number of idealised flows in a laboratory flume. A second 
approach appeared later following works of Prandtl (1904). It 
provided formulations issued from analysis of the physics of 
the shear layer phenomena, referred to as the ‘turbulent regime 
based’ school.

Today, both approaches are used by free surface flow mod-
ellers, and these formulations are sometimes applied to flow 
conditions far removed from those upon which the approaches 
were originally based. It is thus important to keep in mind the 
validity ranges for each of these formulations and to note the 
lack of a single formulation able to describe the bottom friction 
phenomena for largely variable flow conditions.

Furthermore, other effects affecting the flow energy, which 
can either be linked to the bottom roughness, such as those 
due to turbulence, or be independent, such as wind effects, 
are included in the friction term used by most flow solvers 
(Morvan et al., 2008). In this case, it is then important to keep 
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in mind that the friction slope terms in mathematical models do 
not only represent the direct bottom friction phenomenon.

The aims of the work presented in this paper were to define 
the validity fields of various bottom friction formulations pro-
posed in literature, and to find and validate an original continu-
ous formulation for bottom friction computation in river flow 
solvers.

Usual friction formulations

Energy slope based formulations

The formulations of the so called ‘energy slope based’ school 
have all been developed on the basis of experimental tests. 
These tests consisted of measuring the slope of a prismatic 
channel where a uniform flow can be obtained (Carlier, 1972). 
In these flow conditions, simple formulae can be set up to link 
the channel roughness, the flow variables and the bottom slope. 
Replacing the bottom slope by the friction slope, the friction 
effects can be computed for flow conditions other than the 
uniform ones. The general form of energy slope based friction 
formulations is given by:

 

This relates the friction slope J to hydraulic and geometric 
parameters affecting the bottom friction, such as U, the mean 
flow velocity, α, a friction coefficient and Rh, the hydraulic 
radius. This last parameter reflects the effect of the cross-
sectional shape. The differences between the different friction 
formulations of the energy slope based school lie in the χ expo-
nent value (Table 1) and in the α coefficient form. 

Table 1
Value of 

χ exponent of the hydraulic radius 
for different energy slope based friction 

formulations (Carlier, 1972)
Author Χ

Chezy 0.5
Manning 0.667
Gauckler 0.4
Forchheimer 0.7
Christen 0.625
Hagen 0.714
Tillman 0.7

Chezy and Manning formulations are the most widely used 
energy slope based friction formulations because of the exten-
sive knowledge of the friction coefficient, α, which is available 
in literature for both formulations (Bazin, 1865; Ganguillet and 
Kutter, 1869; Strickler, 1923; Barnes, 1967). It is important to 
note that these formulations do not explicitly take into account 
the turbulence regime of the flow, despite the fact that it is well 
known that this flow state has a great influence on the friction 
losses.

Turbulent regime based school

In contrast with energy slope based formulations, formulations 
from the turbulent regime based school rely on a sound theo-
retical background on the physics of the friction phenomena 
(Carlier, 1972). Under the leadership of Prandtl, researchers 

from the University of Göttingen (Germany) developed formu-
lations of a friction coefficient, λ, depending on the turbulence 
state of the flow, through the Reynolds number, Re, and the size 
of the roughness elements of a pipe, k.

Turbulent regime based formulations were initially devel-
oped for pressurised flows to determine head losses in pipes. 
However, they can be extended to channel conditions consider-
ing an equivalent diameter 4Rh (Chadwick et al., 2004). These 
formulations thus remain applicable to free channel flows 
considering an equivalent Reynolds number Re related to the 
Reynolds number for free surface flows Re*:

This paper focuses on the determination of the bottom friction 
term for river flow modelling. The form of the turbulent regime 
based formulations presented hereafter is thus the form valid 
for open channel flows, in which Re* is used. Usual river flow 
regimes are transitional, rough turbulent or macro-roughness 
regimes. 

The Darcy-Weisbach equation (Weisbach, 1845) links the 
friction slope J to the friction coefficient λ:

 

In 2D flow modelling, the hydraulic radius Rh is equivalent to 
the water depth h. For the remainder of this paper both expres-
sions will be similarly used. 

Rough turbulent regime

The rough turbulent regime is defined by a ratio between the 
Reynolds number, Re, and the relative roughness, k/h. Indeed, 
the more turbulent the flow, the smaller the laminar boundary 
layer and the more important is the effect of the wall roughness 
on friction formulations. The rough turbulent regime appears 
when the effects of the roughness are predominant, i.e. for val-
ues of the Reynolds number Re* higher than a limit value ReLim 
defined by (Carlier, 1972):

 

For this regime, Nikuradse (1933) developed an explicit formu-
lation of the friction coefficient, λ, as a function of the relative 
roughness, k/h:
 

Transitional regime

The transitional regime is the regime between the smooth and 
rough turbulent regimes. Colebrook (1939) proposed the fol-
lowing formulation of the friction coefficient:

 

The implicit character of this equation makes its use difficult. 
Different authors developed explicit equivalent formulations 
(Barr, 1977; 1981; Yen, 1991). The second formulation of Barr 
provides the best results regarding the Colebrook formulation, 
with less than 1% error on the friction coefficient values in the 
corresponding range of Re* values. It is written as:
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Macro-roughness

Macro-roughness is considered when the size of the roughness 
element k becomes comparable to the water depth h:

The formulation of Bathurst (1985) is a reference to study flows 
on macro-roughness: 

Validity fields of the energy slope based 
formulations

On the one hand, the energy slope based formulations have 
not been developed with regard for the variation in turbulence 
regime which is found in real water flows. All of these formula-
tions have been defined within the scope of specific applica-
tions and for fixed uniform flow conditions. 

On the other hand, turbulent regime based formulations 
take the turbulence regime of the flow into account better, but 
none of them can be applied to the whole flow conditions of real 
river flows. Furthermore, the energy slope and turbulent regime 
based formulations are not similar for all values of the rough-
ness (Henderson, 1966; Morvan et al., 2008). 

In this section, the validity field of the main energy slope 
based formulations is defined by comparison with the friction 
loss values provided by the corresponding turbulent regime 
based formulations, depending on the flow turbulence regime.

Rough turbulent regime

In the rough turbulent regime, the Nikuradse formulation 
is a complex function of the water depth, h. Inserted in the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation, the turbulent regime based formula-
tion cannot be compared directly with the energy slope based 
formulations. This problem can be solved by replacing the 
logarithm of the relative roughness by its power development 
(Dubois, 1998):

The energy slope based-like formulation of Nikuradse’s equa-
tion is then obtained by conservation of the λ value and of its 
derivative with regard to k/h in the Darcy-Weisbach equation:
 

All energy slope based formulations using a χ exponent higher 
than 0.5 are thus equivalent to the Nikuradse formulation for a 
particular value of the relative roughness k/h. For χ = 0.5, the 
coefficient M value must be infinity, thus the relative roughness 
must be 0. So the Chezy’s formulation is a limit to the bottom 
friction evaluation in turbulent regime in the case of a smooth 
bed. Formulations with a χ value lower than 0.5 are not valid in 
this specific flow regime.

In the Manning’s formulation, with χ = 0.667, the value 
of M has to be 3. This means that the bottom friction is cor-
rectly evaluated for a relative roughness equal to 0.037. In this 
case, calculation of α is very close to the Strickler formulation 
(Strickler, 1923): 

 

For other energy slope based formulations using an exponent χ 
higher than 0.5, the same calculations can be performed. Each 
of these formulations is thus suited to correctly describe the 
bottom friction phenomena for a specific value of the relative 
roughness and a particular form of the α coefficient, as shown 
in Table 2.

Table 2
Value of relative roughness and coefficient α for a 

suitable description of the bottom friction effects in 
rough turbulent regime

Author Χ k/h α

Christen 0.625 0.005 31.71/k0.125

Manning 0.667 0.037 26.61/k0.167

Tillman 0.7 0.1 24.26/k0.2

Forchheimer 0.7 0.1 24.26/k0.2

Hagen 0.714 0.138 23.51/k0.214

Considering the whole of the energy slope based formulations, 
the bottom friction in rough turbulent flows can be correctly 
evaluated for relative roughness up to 0.2. This last value is 
near the limit of macro-roughness. However, each formulation 
considered separately is only valid for a single relative rough-
ness value, and none is thus available for general use.

Transitional regime

The same developments as for the Nikuradse’s formulation 
can be performed with Colebrook’s formulation in transitional 
regime. However, the coefficients A and M also become a func-
tion of the Reynolds number and thus of the turbulence state of 
the flow: 
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Table 3
Friction formulations usable for an efficient 

modelling of the friction phenomena
Fixed flow 
conditions

Variable 
flow 

conditions

Turbulent
(Re* > 
1000)

Transitional
(22.89/Re*7/8 < 
k/h < 560/Re*)

Energy slope based 
formulations  

(ex: Manning)
Colebrook

Rough
(k/h > 560/Re*)

Energy slope based 
formulations  

(ex: Manning)
Nikuradse

Macro-
roughness
(k/h > 0.25)

Bathurst Bathurst

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

1000 10000 100000

k/
h

Re*

Hagen
Tillmann
Manning
Christen

C D

Figure 1 
Values of relative roughness for which energy slope based 

formulations provide the same λ value as Colebrook (solid line) 
or Nikuradse (dotted line) formulations in transitional – C and 

rough turbulent – D regimes
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The Chezy formulation thus imposes a limit to the bottom 
friction evaluation in turbulent regime for smooth bed and the 
formulations with χ exponent value lower than 0.5 are not valid 
for a transitional regime. The other energy slope based formu-
lations are valid for a single value of the relative roughness. 
However, this value varies with the Reynolds number as shown 
in Fig. 1.

As for the rough turbulent regime, the bottom friction value 
for transitional flows can be correctly evaluated with energy 
slope based formulations for specific flow conditions, but none 
of the formulations is of universal application.

Macro-roughness

For macro-roughness, the same reasoning can be applied as 
for the rough turbulent regime. Coefficients A and M are not a 
function of the Re* value:

As no energy slope based formulation is valid for relative rough-
ness higher than 0.2, none is applicable to macro-roughness. 

Summary

As a result of the study described above, a choice of friction 
formulation for free surface flow modelling could be made, 
depending on the flow conditions (Table 3) (Machiels, 2008). 
Due to the time cost of the computation of implicit formula-
tions, explicit formulations are preferred, when they are avail-
able, to correctly describe the friction phenomena.

To define more precisely the validity fields of the differ-
ent energy slope based friction formulations compared to the 
turbulent regime based ones, it is necessary to define the error 
for friction loss evaluation for both approaches:

 

For example, considering the Nikuradse’s formulation, the 
water depth is computed as:
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Regarding the study of the rough turbulent regime (Table 2), 
coefficient α could be expressed as a function of the roughness 
only (B is a constant parameter). The water depth computed 
by the energy slope based formulations can then be evaluated, 
using:

 

Combining these formulations, the error depends only on 
the relative roughness. Validity fields of the friction formula-
tions for the description of rough turbulent regime can thus be 
defined in terms of relative roughness (Machiels, 2008). 
 Applying the same reasoning for transitional regime and for 
macro roughness and considering an acceptable relative error 
of 5%, the validity fields of the different energy slope based 
friction formulations can be extended (Table 4). The bound-
ary values of these validity fields are actually a function of the 
Reynolds number. However, the variations are negligible for 
usual values of Reynolds for river flows (Re* > 5000). 

As a result of the comparison between modelling results 
and in situ measurements in river, as presented hereafter, the 
limit of the validity range of the macro-roughness formula has 
been extended to a relative roughness of 0.1.

TABLE 4
Validity fields of the principal friction formulations 

in terms of relative roughness
Author Validity field (k/h) Author Validity field (k/h)
Chezy 0 Gauckler No validity
Christen [0 ; 0.032] Colebrook [0 ; 0.1]
Manning [0.007 ; 0.1] Barr [0 ; 0.1]
Tillman [0.023 ; 0.29] Nikuradse [0 ; 0.1]
Hagen [0.034 ; 0.38] Bathurst [0.1 ; 5.15]

Continuous friction formulation

Regarding the validity fields of the energy slope based and 
turbulent regime based formulations shown in Table 4, it is 
remarkable that a single formulation does not exist which is 
suited to computing friction effects across the whole range 
of relative roughness encountered in real river flows, where h 
ranges from 0 on the banks to several meters mid-channel, with 
an essentially constant roughness height k. 

Furthermore, the definition of the friction coefficients α or 
k in the 1D and 2D traditional flow solvers does not correspond 
to the one given by the original authors of the friction formula-
tions computed. Other effects affecting the flow energy, which 
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can either be linked to the bottom roughness, such as those due 
to the turbulence, or be independent, such as numerical scheme 
effects, are included in the friction term used by most flow solv-
ers (Morvan et al., 2008). The definition of the friction coef-
ficient is thus a challenging problem for the correct computation 
of energy losses. Several authors have proposed formulations for 
these coefficients depending on the flow conditions and on the 
flow solver (Van Rijn, 1984; 2007; Morvan et al., 2008).

However, the turbulent regime based formulations have 
been developed based on the same definition of k for differ-
ent ranges of relative roughness. Furthermore, the k/h validity 
ranges of several formulations are contiguous, such as, for 
example, for Colebrook or Barr and Bathurst.

Therefore, an original approach has been developed on the 
basis of the 4 following fundamentals:
• Barr formula applies for turbulent flows with relative 

roughness k/h lower than 0.1
• Bathurst formula applies to compute friction effect on 

macro-roughness, i.e. for k/h higher than 0.1
• These 2 formulations are not equal for a relative roughness 

k/h in their respective validity fields
• The 2 formulations are developed based on the same defini-

tion of k, according to a unique value of the coefficient for 
particular river computing conditions (shape, flow, solver)

Developments have been performed to overcome the third 
point by continuously linking the 2 formulations close to rela-
tive roughness k/h equal to 0.1 (Machiels, 2008). Due to its 
explicit expression, Barr’s formulation has been preferred to 
Colebrook’s one.

To link the formulations of Barr and Bathurst, a third 
degree polynomial expression of the relative roughness has 
been set up:  

 

The limits of the application range of the different formulations 
have been chosen to ensure that the percentage of variation of 
the λ coefficient stays lower than 0.5 for a water depth variation 
of 1 cm. Thus the polynomial expression has been developed 
for k/h values between 0.05 and 0.15.

The parameters have been determined to get a continu-
ous variation of λ (same value and tangent) between the poly-
nomial, the Barr and the Bathurst expressions at each limit of 
k/h range. These parameters are thus the solution of a 4 equa-
tion system depending on Re*. However, for Reynolds numbers 
Re* higher than 5000, which characterises most usual river 
flows, with k/h ratios in the range 0.05 to 0.15, the variation of 
the parameter values with Re* is negligible (less than 3% error 
on the 1/√λ value, Fig. 2). The final form of the polynomial 
expression is thus established with the constant parameter 
values obtained from an infinite value of Re*.

Combining the formulations of Barr and Bathurst with 
the new function provides an expression, which can be used 
to compute the bottom friction effects in rivers or channels, 
whatever the variation of k/h, for a unique value of k, depend-
ing on the river characteristics and on computing conditions. 
Although a discontinuity persists for k/h = 0.05 due to the 
Reynolds dependence of the Barr equation, the Barr and 
polynomial results remain sufficiently close to ensure the 
stability of the model if the Re* value is higher than 5 000. 
Furthermore, the flow solver used for validations hereafter 
forces the minimal value of Re* to be 5 000 in order to com-
pute friction terms.

Validations

2D approach

Two Belgian river reaches (gravel beds) were considered to 
validate the continuous approach: the first on the river Ourthe 
near the town of Hamoir and the second on the river Semois 
near Membre (Fig. 3). These 2 reaches, respectively 2.6 km  
and 1.6 km long, were selected because of the presence of  
2 successive gauging stations on both of them. The downstream 
one combined with the discharge measurement provides the 
necessary boundary conditions for free surface flow numerical 
modelling (subcritical flows).

Both river reaches have been modelled using the 
2D-horizontal finite volumes flow solver WOLF2D, developed 
at the University of Liege (Erpicum et al., 2010), using different 
friction formulations such as Manning, Barr, Bathurst and the 
continuous formulations, with a regular 2 x 2 m mesh.

The comparison (Figs. 4 and 5; Table 5) between the 
upstream water depths computed using the formulations of 
Barr, Manning, Bathurst and the proposed continuous formula-
tion, and the water depth measurements at the upstream gaug-
ing station for different discharges, have been used to highlight 
the value of the continuous formulation. It must be noted that 
the total computation time remains similar whatever the con-
sidered friction formulation.

The average geometric deviation (AGD) of the water depth, 
proposed in Table 5, allows a classification of the different 
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highest discharge with the Barr equation. This value was 0.09 
m in the Ourthe and 0.3 m in the Semois. These values are only 
issued from a calibration of the models. Indeed, as shown by 
Morvan et al. (2008), the value of these coefficients for numeri-
cal modelling differs from the empirical values proposed in 
literature (Van Rijn, 1984; 2007; Verbanck, 2008). The value of 
the proposed formulation is that it permits the representation of 
energy losses with a unique value of the friction coefficient k, 
for a particularly wide range of discharge and water depth.

The water depths are not homogeneous along the river 
reaches. The k/h ratio indicated in Table 5 is thus the ratio 
value at the upstream limit of the reaches, at the centre of the 
cross section. This is the reason why the results provided by 
the continuous formulation are not exactly equivalent to those 
provided by the Barr and Bathurst formulations, respectively, 
for k/h < 0.05 and k/h > 0.15.

On the Ourthe River, for k/h ratios lower than 0.05, the 
water depths computed using Manning, Barr and continuous 
formulations are relatively close to the measurements (less than 
2.5%), whereas Bathurst results are less satisfactory (more than 
10% error). This expresses well the validity of Barr and con-
tinuous formulations for 2D free surface flow modelling with 
low relative roughness. This also expresses the efficiency of the 
Manning formulation for flow conditions near those used in its 
development. Finally, this confirms that the Bathurst formula 
does not apply for low relative roughness, as shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5
Computed and measured rating curves in Membre on the 

Semois River

Figure 4
Computed and measured rating curves in Hamoir on the 

Ourthe River
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Figure 3
 Plot of the 

bathymetry (m - 
lower elevations 

in blue and higher 
elevations in red) 

and location of the 
gauging stations on 

the Ourthe River 
near Hamoir and the 
Semois River near 

Membre

Table 5
Mean relative error between measured and computed 

water depths (%) and AGD of the water depth
Situation Modeling 

formulation
k/h  

< 0.05
0.05  
< k/h
< 0.15

k/h  
> 0.15

AGD

Hamoir 
– Ourthe

Manning 0.9 14.3 30.6 1.33
Barr 1.5 13.1 26.1 1.26
Bathurst 11.1 4.0 9.8 1.12
Continuous  
formulation 2.3 6.4 10.3 1.11

Membre 
– Semois

Manning - 5.9 33.9 1.32
Barr - 5.5 29.5 1.27
Bathurst - 5.3 15.9 1.14
Continuous 
formulation - 1.7 16.0 1.12
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formulas’ efficiencies. This was calculated, based on the meas-
ured hm and the computed hc water depth, as defined by Wu et 
al. (2008):

 

The Manning’s coefficient n value was fitted regarding the 
real data for the highest discharge (Erpicum et al., 2010). It is 
equal to 0.025 s/m1/3 in the Ourthe and to 0.031 s/m1/3 in the 
Semois. The constant k value for Barr, Bathurst and continuous 
formulations was set up to get close to the measurements for 
both the lowest discharge with the Bathurst formulation and the 
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For k/h ratios higher than 0.15, the water depths provided 
using the Bathurst and continuous formulations are the clos-
est to the measured values. The important value of the relative 
error is partially due to the effect of measurement uncertainty 
for low water depths. Indeed, water depth measurement accu-
racy is close to 5 cm in these cases. However, the results show 
the value of Bathurst and continuous formulations, compared 
to Manning and Barr ones, for flow modelling with high rela-
tive roughness. They also indicate the limitations of the Barr 
formulation for high relative roughness and of the Manning 
formulation when flow conditions differ from those used in its 
development.

For intermediary k/h ratios, the Bathurst formulation 
remains attractive when water depth has low variability on the 
river reach, such as on the Ourthe River. However, when water 
depth is more variable, such as on the Semois River, the con-
tinuous formulation becomes more accurate.

1D approach

Based on water depth and discharge measurements and con-
sidering a uniform flow, Martiny (1995) determined the K 
coefficient of the Manning-Strickler equation for a number 
of Belgian rivers. The uniform flow hypothesis is inaccurate 
for low water depths, but it becomes suitable for a larger river 
section. From Martiny’s results, 6 cases, corresponding to the 
largest rivers studied, have been considered: the Sure River in 
Martelange, the Messancy River in Athus, the Vire River in 
Ruette, the Aisne River in Bomal-Juzaine and the Ourthe River 
in Amberloup and in Wyompont. For these 6 places, Martiny 
calculated K values depending on the water depth.

To compare Martiny’s results with those provided by the 
proposed continuous formulation, the Strickler coefficient was 
expressed as a function of the friction coefficient λ. This was 
obtained by insertion of the Manning equation in the Darcy-
Weisbach equation:

Considering the λ value provided by the proposed continuous 
formulation, this equation gives the value of the Strickler coef-
ficient to use for an exact modelling of the continuous friction 
formulation. Figure 6 shows the comparison between Martiny’s 
results and those provided by this equation, considering a 
unique bottom roughness for each river reach in the continuous 
formulation.

The mean relative error on the h value provided by the 
continuous formulation remains lower than 15% for all river 
reaches, except in Martelange, for water depth corresponding 
to macro-roughness. 

This comparison thus highlights the ability of the continu-
ous formulation to describe the friction phenomenon for 1D 
flow modelling with a single roughness value, whatever the 
flow conditions (water depth, discharge), while the Manning 
formulation with a single K value is only suited to model the 
friction for a particular flow.

Conclusion

Friction is a complex phenomenon dissipating energy in water 
flows and thus strongly influencing water depths and flow 
velocities. It is thus necessary to take friction into account for 

correct flow modelling. Many authors have thus developed fric-
tion formulations, but these formulations are not always suited 
to describe the friction phenomenon across the whole range of 
real flow conditions.

The energy slope based formulations of Manning and 
Chezy are currently the most widely used formulations for fric-
tion modelling. This success stems from their explicit form and 
the extensive literature which exists on their parameter values. 
However, the turbulent regime based formulations are more 
representative of the physics of bottom friction. Furthermore, 
explicit forms of the turbulent regime based formulations exist, 
such as that of Barr. The turbulent regime based formulations 
thus have important value for flow modelling.

In practice, other effects on the flow energy, which can 
either be linked to the bottom shape (vegetation, bedforms, 
roughness), such as those due to turbulence, or be independent, 
such as wind effects, are included in the friction term used by 
most flow solvers. In this case, it is then important to keep in 
mind that the friction coefficients used in river flow solvers do 
not only represent the direct bottom friction phenomenon.

In this study, a determination of the different application 
ranges of the principal formulations has been proposed. In 
parallel, the validity fields of these formulations have been 
calculated in terms of relative roughness to correctly describe 
usual river flows.

An original friction formulation has also been developed 
in response to the lack of a continuous formulation able to 
describe the friction phenomenon for the highly variable flow 
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Figure 6
Strickler coefficient value on 6 Belgian river reaches (Athus 

k = 0.06, Martelange k = 0.21, Ruette k = 0.08, Bomal – Juzaine 
k = 0.25, Wyompont k = 0.16 and Amberloup k = 0.085)
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conditions often encountered in river flows. This formula-
tion combined the explicit formulation of Barr, available in 
turbulent regime, and that of Bathurst, available for macro-
roughness, smoothly linked by a polynomial expression of 
the relative roughness. The formulation so developed allows 
a continuous representation of the energy losses based on a 
unique definition of the roughness coefficient whatever the flow 
conditions (flow depth, discharge). 

The formulation has been validated for 2D modelling by 
comparison of water depth values on 2 different river reaches 
in Belgium and for 1D modelling by comparison of experi-
mental investigations on 6 Belgian river reaches. In both cases, 
considering a unique calibration of the friction coefficient of 
each reach, the continuous formulation enhances the represen-
tation of energy losses compared to other friction formulations 
(Manning, Barr, Bathurst) in general use.
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